
Kura Daily Store

Kura Daily Store
倉日用商店

Dailyware and folkcraft
日用雑貨と民芸品

⬅The front 
of the shop 
displays an 
array of 
different 
goods. Google MAP

⬆There is a wide variety of Nambu Tekki ironware. Iron kettles 
from ¥10,800.

Along Horikawa Shopping Street, 4-55 Horikawa Shimodachi-uri-
agaru, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

京都市上京区堀川下立売上る4-55 堀川商店街（内）
倉日用商店

TEL: 075-841-7304  OPEN: 10:00 to 19:00 (Closed Wed.)
20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 

Kura Daily Store is located close to Nijo Castle, which 
dates from the Edo period, and the Nishijin Textile Center, 
known for its popular hand weaving experience workshops. 
You will find its interior filled from top to bottom with 
goods born in Japan, from ecological products like brooms 
and dustpans that used to be a part of everyday Kyoto life, to 
alumite (anodized aluminum) bento lunch boxes.

6 types of “maekake” aprons are available, some of which 
have been specially dyed by the only factory in Japan that has 
preserved the use of a particular traditional dyeing method. 
A “maekake” is a Japanese waist apron made of thick cotton 
canvas that protects the knees, and has thus long been 
favored by those working in sake shops or delivery compa-
nies. Kura Daily Store’s original “maekake” apron, with its 
name left undyed, is a popular fashion item. There is a plain 
version that comes with a pocket. Another original item is a 
“sacoche” shoulder bag, designed in the image of a bag used 
by Japanese sake merchants for carrying money and docu-
ments such as receipts during their visits to customers. The 
store makes a “mini tote” bag using the same thin fabric. As 
they can be folded away and easy to use, they are sure to 
make great travel companions or gifts.

There is a large selection of hand towels and handker-
chiefs, as well as tableware dating from the Meiji to the early 
Showa period. The store is also known for its reasonably 
priced Nambu Tekki ironware. One corner of the shop sells 
coffee, along with assorted local soda drinks from all over 
Japan. You can take a little break inside.

⬅Small 
dishes with 
pine, 
bamboo 
and plum, 
and crane 
and tortoise 
patterns, as 
well as 
chopstick 
rests in the 
shape of 
cherry 
blossom 
flowers are 
available.

⬆The “maekake” aprons worn by the 
staff of sake shops and delivery 
companies used to be distributed by 
large manufacturers with their 
company names and phone 
numbers, as a form of advertisement. 
Kura Daily Store original “maekake” 
apron , ¥2,160. “Kayariki” (mosquito 
repellant container) in the form of a 
pig, ¥1,080. *All prices include tax.
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Purchase everyday goods and folkcraft deeply rooted in 
Japanese life, from a shopping street near the World 
Heritage Site of Nijo Castle. 

URL: http://www.kuradailystore.com

http://www.facebook.com/kuradailystore @kuradailystore
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